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Phase III Success: $9 million through contracts with the Navy and commercial sales
Topic Number: N08-035
AS PART OF the Next Generation Jammer (NGJ) pro- system extends the flight envelope in which the turbine

ATGI’s HiRAT is
located in the
center of the
pod as opposed
to the common
“propeller” type
pod in the front
(shown here),
allowing radar
equipment to be
located in the
forward pod
section. Photo
courtesy of U.S.
Navy.

gram for the Navy’s tactical aircraft, NAVAIR required
the development of a submerged Ram Air Turbine
(RAT) capable of producing 60 kW of power at a speed
of 220 knot at 25,000 feet. The existing technology,
which had been in place for over forty years, was only
capable of half that goal, and desperately needed a
power upgrade.
Advanced Technologies Group, Inc. (ATGI) responded to this request by developing a High Powered
Ram Air Turbine (HiRAT). The NGJ program sought to
develop new ways to disable enemy radars, however,
the transmitter pods, which contain the RAT in the front
of the pod, had to be reconfigured. ATGI’s HiRAT system is able to produce twice the required power for a
given airspeed and altitude, making it the most efficient
turbine on the market. Located in the center of the pod
as opposed to the front, the HiRAT allows radar equipment to be located in the forward pod section.
The power output of the turbine is controlled with
an actuated exhaust outlet. This active power control
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can be used. It also serves as an emergency shut down
system. The HiRAT’s elegant and aerodynamic design
reduces drag and fuel consumption. As an additional
benefit, the Turbine-Generator system does not include
a gearbox, which considerably reduces the weight and
results in less maintenance.
Although ATGI started off years behind other companies that were doing the same kind of work, they
were the first to wind tunnel test full scale and develop
more than required power. In 2010, the HiRAT was
tested at the Naval Warfare Center wind tunnel facility
in Crane, IN and came within 10 percent of the predicted power. It was then wind tested at the University
of Maryland, and in the NASA Langley TDT wind tunnel,
which simulates altitude and air speed, coming within 5
percent of the predicted power.
ATGI continued its work with NAVAIR with a Phase
II award, and subsequently joined the Navy Transition
Assistance Program (Navy TAP).
While the company had already made great headway prior to the TAP, its participation in the 2011 Navy
Opportunity Forum® further fueled demand and interest
among large prime contractors and military personnel.
“We certainly made good contacts at the Forum,
met with Navy personnel, and even gave an impromptu
presentation to several people in a hallway,” says ATGI
President John Justak. “The meetings with NAVAIR
helped us to secure additional funding and we are
currently in talks with some of the other companies on
several potential applications.”
ATGI has since received a Rapid Innovation Fund
(RIF) of $2.8M and an additional Phase III contract
worth $800K, both from NAVAIR. They have collaborated with several NGJ prime contractors, and performed
a flight test recently. Commercially, ATGI has targeted
a wide range of applications, including working with
several large prime contractors on electronic warfare
and ISR applications, and on commercial airlines as an

emergency power generation system. With more and the Department of Transportation and with the Army
more electrical power requirements going into aircraft, – anything that involves turbo machinery, we know we
baseline systems are limited because they can’t expand can develop solutions across industries.”
upon what they already have. The HiRAT provides a caThis mentality stems from a long line of research
pability to add extra power to the aircraft, by simply and development work, which ultimately transitioned
bolting the system onto the existing wing. Depending into a wide range of technologies. While ATGI is classion the power, one unit may range from tens of thou- fied as an aerospace R&D firm, it has developed optical
sands, to hundreds of thousands of dollars.
sensors for NASA and others in the aerospace indusAdvanced Technologies Group has always taken a tries, gas turbine seals for aircraft engines, seals for
unique approach in that it aims to develop a variety of hydrogen compressors and steam turbine applications.
advanced technologies for commercialization.
The result has been a steady increase in company rev“We look at all of the SBIR solicitations, and we enue since ATGI was founded in 1996 and a reputation
look for any opportunity where our technologies can for being known as delivering simple, yet novel soluprovide a solution.” explains John Justak, President of tions to complex problems.
Advanced Technologies Group. “We’ve had SBIRs with

HiRAT wind
tunnel testing at
the University of
Maryland.
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